TIP OF THE WEEK

MSU AIRFARE DISCOUNTS

FLY LANSING
With a quicker commute, easy check-in, fast security, and daily flights to major hubs for worldwide connectivity, Capital Region International Airport is MSU's home airport.

AMELECTIC AIRLINES
Nonstop daily service from Lansing to Chicago and Washington connects travelers to destinations across the globe.

DELTA AIRLINES
Direct flights from Lansing to Detroit and Minneapolis connect travelers to 325 airports, more destinations than with any other airline in the world.

TURKISH AIRLINES
Although electronics must be checked at some airports, Turkish Air offers a new feature allowing travelers flying through designated airports to use their electronic devices prior to boarding.

UNITED AIRLINES
With direct flights from Lansing to Chicago, travelers can connect with United and its partners including Lufthansa, Turkish Airlines, and South African Airways.

GET STARTED!

STEP 1: Enroll in frequent flyer programs
STEP 2: Add frequent flyer information to Travel Profile
STEP 3: Contact Conlin Travel or Book Now

517.884.9400  msu@conlintravel.com  eServices 888.387.3536